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“BBC R&D HAS THE STRATEGY TO DEVELOP
TECHNOLOGY TO THE POINT OF A
STANDARD, A DEMONSTRATOR OR PREPRODUCTION PROTOTYPE.”

“DURING THE PAST YEAR, THE DEPARTMENT
HAS CONTINUED TO SUPPORT THE BBC’S KEY
PROJECTS, MANY OF WHICH HAVE DRAWN
ON YEARS OF RESEARCH TO BRING NEW
SERVICES TO THE PUBLIC AND FACILITIES TO
THE BBC.”

Teams working on our tapeless production
initiative ‘Ingex’ and the critically important
DVB-T2 project both won RTS innovation
awards along with another team receiving
a nomination for their work on high frame
rate video. One of the department’s
engineers, Mark Waddell, also received
the IBC Conference prize for his paper
on white space devices.

launched the Freeview HD service this year,
which uses the DVB-T2 digital terrestrial
television system, whose development was
led by members of R&D staff. Other staff
worked to define the required specifications
to enable the services to launch without
affecting existing Freeview services.
At the same time, the department has
continued to support the move to Digital
Switchover, as more analogue transmitters
are switched off, which will enabled
Freeview HD to be extended.

BBC R&D has the strategy to develop
technology to the point of a standard, a
demonstrator or pre-production prototype.
In order to make it simpler to transfer this
technology to other parts of the BBC and
to partner with other organisations for
development so that it can be exploited
to benefit the BBC and where appropriate
the industry as a whole, we have established
a small technology transfer team who
The outward facing work of the department provide support for any organisations
who wish to license our technology.
has also continued through the industry’s
collaborative forums. BBC R&D are active
participants in the technical working groups Development
of over 14 different standards bodies
Alongside the success the department has
including:
enjoyed with its external activities the group
has continued to develop the body of
• European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
knowledge that will be critical to the BBC’s
• Society of Motion Picture and Television
continued success in the future. These
Engineers (SMPTE)
efforts resulted in six patent applications
• Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB)
and 40 technical papers which were
presented at a number of conferences
• Audio Engineering Society (AES).
including IBC, the Audio Engineering
Through this collaboration, along with the
Society and the Radio Academy.
many presentations the department has
made with its research partners, the group
During the past year, the department has
has been able to make a significant
continued to support the BBC’s key
contribution to development of the
projects, many of which have drawn on
industry over the last year.
years of research to bring new services to
the public and facilities to the BBC. The BBC
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We have worked with our partners to
develop the specifications for the YouView
(previously know as ‘Project Canvas’)
services, which will link broadcast and IP
delivery of digital services in the home,
providing exciting new opportunities for
both the content makers and users.
Achieving all of this was particularly
difficult through the disruption that was
an inevitable consequence of our move
from the Kingswood Warren laboratory
toour new laboratories closer to the heart
of the BBC. We have successfully relocated
one team to a refurbished building in the
BBC’s West London campus, including
establishing an experimental studio in

Television Centre itself. A second team
is in the BBC’s Central London campus.
We also have a growing team established
in the North, in the BBC’s building in
Manchester. They are working actively on a
number of research areas.
The moves that we have made place us
at the heart of the BBC. One team will be
moving into the new Broadcasting House
complex in Central London as it opens.
The team in Manchester will be moving
during 2011 into MediaCity:UK, which is
an exciting new broadcasting and media
centre in Salford. This will provide new
facilities for us in the heart of the BBC
both in the North and South of the UK,
and will provide great places for us to
partner with our colleagues within the
BBC and with our many external partners.
Looking forward, BBC R&D are looking to
the new broadcasting systems being rolled
out with the move to IP delivery. As part
of this, we are establishing a new team
who will work on the next generation of
IP delivery of media. We are also seeking
to expand the work on audio, which had
been at a low level over the recent past,
working closely with leading academic
partners on this field.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR
BBC R&D South Lab

MyMedia

BBC R&D South Lab moved to new home
in Centre House, opposite BBC Television
Centre, with specialist facilities provided in
Television Centre.

Three awards have been won by papers
from this collaborative project.

Freeview HD

Demonstration of a programme being
recorded with Ingex and post-produced
across four sites that were interconnected
by high-speed networks.

Freeview HD services launched, initially
from Crystal Palace and Winter Hill, using
the new DVB-T2 broadcasting standard.

Virtual Graphics
Our real-time image-based tracking
technology was used live on air for the first
time in July 2009, for coverage of athletics,
to overlay distance markings for long and
triple jumps. The technology has already
been licensed to two companies.

Dirac Pro

Ingex

Technology Transfer
Successful licensing of a number of maturing
projects, using a range of licensing models
and handover strategies.

Website
BBC R&D website, with supporting blog,
relaunched at www.bbc.co.uk/rd in February
2010.

RTS Innovation Awards

Standardisation of the Dirac Pro low latency,
video codec for production applications has BBC R&D won two RTS Innovation awards:
been completed. It is also known as SMPTE the award for Raising the Bar in production
2042 or ‘VC-2’.
was won by the Ingex project and the
Under the Bonnet award was won by our
contribution to DVB-T2 (Freeview HD).
Experimental online programme archive
is being used by BBC production teams as
a research tool. D3 archive contents was
An interim North Lab was opened on the
added, enabling the new DMI team to
existing BBC site in Manchester, and now
establish their Million Minutes demo system. has 15 staff based there. This is prior to
opening a major research lab in 2011 at
the heart of the MediaCityUK in Salford.

Redux

BBC R&D North Lab
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PRODUCTION
Our Production research section is primarily concerned with
delivering benefits on screen to the audience. Projects are clustered
around the image analysis, computer vision and tracking technology
areas, including virtual graphics, outlined here. Our production work
also includes 3D audio and advice on the latest HD production
technology. As well as delivering high quality, innovative services to
BBC audiences much of the work here can be used to drive revenue
opportunities for the BBC through technology licensing. Licensing
our techniques to manufacturers and service providers creates
useful products they can develop and provide to the production
industry from which fellow broadcasters can derive benefit as
well as the BBC. Our Production projects – this year we had eight
projects at various stages of development – are all designed to be
licensed to third parties.
For more information see www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects

MERGING OF 3D GRAPHICS
AND LIVE VIDEO
Real-time 3D graphics can be used to enhance broadcast video
in many ways. Previously we have developed studio-based systems
that have been used to provide things like the ‘virtual Swingometer’
for General Election coverage. We also developed a method for
use in football or rugby analysis which follows the movement
of the camera by tracking pitch lines, allowing features such as
virtual offside lines to be drawn on the pitch. This is in regular use
on programmes such as Match of the Day.
Recently, we have been extending our past work to analyse camera
movement from arbitrary image features, so it can be used in
sports where there are insufficient lines visible to allow the camera
viewpoint and direction to be calculated. Our new developments
have been included in the Piero sports graphics system, and were
used live on air for the first time in July 2009 to produce distance
markings for long and triple jumps at the Aviva London Grand Prix.
Through our work in the ‘VSAR’ TSB-funded collaborative project,
we are developing software to visualise an area such as a city centre
or sports ground by combining live images from security or outside
broadcast cameras with pre-generated 3D models of the area. We
have developed a prototype application that allows a 3D model of
Wimbledon to be explored using a web browser, with video from
the courts overlaid in the correct place on the model. We are
looking at how this could be further developed, possibly for the
Olympic Park in 2012.
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MULTIMEDIA
CLASSIFICATION
At the moment, multimedia searches are generally carried out using
key search words and terms aligned to metadata. We are currently
looking at developing a system for searching audiovisual archives
based on a computer aided analysis of the content itself.
We are investigating whether or not it will be possible to develop
a program that will analyse audio and video content and build
up the metadata required for content searches from the content
itself. This will involve image classification – whereby the computer
will analyse an image and recognise the subject matter – and
also an auto-analysis of audio with the aim of extracting meaning
and understanding.
If successful this will provide a highly useful production tool that
will allow the automatic generation of metadata – at present the
accuracy of the classification algorithms are not sufficient for this
kind of computer aided indexing to be implemented in service, it
will require further research and development. It will also enable
us to navigate with far greater ease around archive material that
has not been tagged.

MEDIA MANAGEMENT
Our Media Management research section focuses on production
processes (such as the Ingex tapeless production technology),
archive analysis and retrieval. Better systems and processes improve
internal efficiencies, drive costs down, make adopters more
competitive, and enable producers to work more creatively.

This project is in its initial stages. It uses a graphical web interface to
input programmes from Redux and employs feature extraction and
classification techniques to automatically generate the mood/genre
of a programme.The system consists of feature extraction from
audio and video that generates probability values for specific features
such as laughter and motion. From the probability of the analysed
features the mood/genre of the programme is generated by the
machine inference module. The implemented features on the current
baseline system are laughter, cuts, motion and luminance with more
features such as music and faces planned, and the proposed moods
are at present comedy, thriller, fiction, non-fiction, with intense and
chill in the pipeline.
We hope to be able to demonstrate something by 2012. Ultimately,
however, our aim is to produce a system that will deliver highly
detailed computer aided classification of audiovisual material.

We currently have 11 Media Management projects each of
which could deliver benefits not just to the BBC but also across
the industry.
For more information see www.bbc.co.uk/rd/projects
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DISTRIBUTION
Our Distribution research section directs its energies on 21 ongoing
projects that centre on the strategic development, implementation
and adoption of industry standards right along the different
broadcast and IP chains. We aim to work in a horizontal market
where different players can share the same technology through open
standards but use it for their own bespoke business purposes.

FREEVIEW HD

For example, work within the Digital Video Broadcasting project
focuses on digital TV transmission technologies – including
developing second generation systems as outlined here – and
continues to develop global specifications to improve transmission
efficiency and ruggedness to enable terrestrial delivery of HDTV.

BBC R&D has taken a leading role in the development of the new
DVB-T2 standard that has been adopted in the UK for broadcasting
these new HD services as part of digital switchover. BBC R&D has
also designed prototype T2 transmission equipment and T2 receivers
and it has licensed these designs to industry.

We also work closely with the standards bodies for digital radio
transmission – WorldDMB and DRM – protecting and enhancing
the radio experience.

The launch of the services was led within the BBC by BBC
Distribution, and externally we have worked with a number of
groups including the Digital TV Group (DTG), Digital Multiplex
Operators Limited (DMOL) and DVB to agree the required
specifications, and Freeview for the commercial launches. It was a
step-change in receiver capability including HD video and advanced
audio codec decoding, 1080p50 up-scaling on HDMI and HD
subtitles and graphics.

For more information see www.bbc.co.uk/rd

A major step forward for digital terrestrial television services
was reached this year with the technical and commercial launches
of the Freeview HD service from Crystal Palace and Winter
Hill transmitters.

As well as defining the specifications, BBC R&D worked to specify
and test the new equipment required to ensure that the new
services were introduced with minimum impact on the quality
of existing HD services, and to ensure that existing Freeview
receivers were not adversely affected by the new DVB-T2 services.
Early feedback on the reception of these new HD services
indicates that DVB-T2 provides for very robust reception at 70%
more bit rate than is available for conventional, standard definition,
DVB-T services.

WHITE SPACE DEVICES
A new and potentially important development in the use of the
UHF TV spectrum is that of so called ‘white space’ devices. These
are devices that can locally transmit and receive data using radio
frequency spectrum that is allocated for TV broadcasting but which
is not used in that particular area. These devices could be used
for example for streaming internet-delivered programmes around
viewers’ homes. We are actively contributing to discussions within
the UK and Europe with the goal of enabling the use of such devices
but in a manner that does not interfere with the normal reception
of TV broadcasts.
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MYTHOLOGY ENGINE
The R&D Prototyping team worked closely with BBC FM&T and
Vision to design and prototype the Mythology Engine – a framework
for exploring drama on the web. TV dramas on the web are typically
presented as beautiful yet shallow experiences. We wanted to use
the strengths of the modern web to create new routes through our
content for an interactive storytelling experience. The prototype is
designed to let users:
• Catch up on stories
• Explore stories and characters
• Understand relationships and motivations
• Find and share favourite stories and characters.
We intend to apply the framework to a number of distinct types
of drama, but took Doctor Who as our primary case study as it
involves time travel, fictional worlds and long running story arcs,
which all provide unique challenges. The prototype website lets you
explore a number of classic and contemporary Doctor Who stories
and the events, characters and places involved.

AUDIENCE EXPERIENCE
BBC R&D was founded in 1930 to look into the variety of ways
that BBC audiences, and then audiences everywhere, could have
a better broadcast experience. Today, audiences remain central
to BBC R&D’s thinking.
Our Audience Experience research section continues to investigate
all aspects of accessibility, interfaces, navigation and new content
on behalf of ALL audiences and in partnership with a range of
stakeholders, establishing new standards and ways of working to
encourage their adoption on behalf of both mass audience groups
and more niche communities. It works closely with other parts
of BBC FM&T to explore the opportunities provided by new
technology to give innovative audience experiences.

To tell these stories we need to describe when something happened,
where it happened, who was involved and what they were doing.
These form the building blocks of our data model. We built a
database-driven website around this model but discovered that the
quality of the experience hinged upon the quality of the content.
For that reason we worked with a Doctor Who writer to select and
describe only the most significant elements of the stories.Towards
the end of the project we created our second case study using
EastEnders, and although this contains less content than the Doctor
Who case study, it demonstrates the framework’s potential.
The Mythology Engine has contributed important thinking into
future BBC products and has stimulated discussion within the storytelling and web communities by showing the exciting experiences
made possible by combining structured data and editorial craft.

For more information see www.bbc.co.uk/rd
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BBC R&D ACHIEVEMENTS
OVER THE YEARS
SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF BBC R&D’S
INNOVATION OVER THE YEARS
1930s

1940s

1950s

1960s

Research mainly concerned with short-wave
broadcasting, studio developments,
developing the Simultaneous Broadcast
system, and television:

The start of FM radio; colour television
started to look viable; and new magnetic
recording techniques started coming
into operation:

The start of work on stereo radio; first
transatlantic signals (and so need for
standards conversion); transistors being used
in commercial equipment:

Satellite communications used for the first
time in broadcasting; digital techniques
transform sound and picture communication:

1930 BBC Research Department formed
in April

1945 First VHF/FM transmission tests from
Alexandra Palace; Type D disk recorder
brought into service

1953 Suppressed-frame telerecording
equipment designed, and used at Coronation

1936 First regular high definition television
service launches

1962 First transatlantic colour TV link by
satellite, using BBC R&D’s slide scanner
1963 NTSC, SECAM and PAL colour
demonstrations to EBU and OIRT

1947 Early measurements on the magnetic
properties of recording tape

1958 VERA (Vision Electronic Recording
Apparatus), first video tape machine used by
the BBC

1949 Work starts on smaller, light, higher
sensitivity commentator’s microphone, the
L2, to replace the L1. Simple colour channel
set up.

1959 First transatlantic television transmission 1967 BBC Two transmits first regular colour
by R&D’s ‘Cablefilm’; stereophonic tests using television service in Europe.
EMI-Percival system; investigations into TV
picture storage begin.

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

Latest integrated circuits used for signal
processing:

Decade of debate: stick with analogue
systems, wait for digital, or a hybrid?

Upgrades and enhancements across
the board:

1970 Digital line-store standards converter
work commences

1982 BBC Microcomputer, from
Acorn, released

Start of digital radio and television
broadcasting, and launch of BBC Online.
Virtual production techniques evolving to
provide powerful production tools:

1972 Teletext experiments begin

1982 HDTV studies commence in earnest

1990 First DAB trials

1984 Video watermarking – electronically
labelling television pictures – devised

1995 The new Digital Radio service started
in September

2001 Speech recognition used as an aid
to provide subtitles

1937 First close-talking noise-cancelling
ribbon microphone giving broadcast speech,
the L1.

1974 BBC R&D demonstrates world’s first
digital television recorder
1975 Successful transmission of digital
television signals

1985 LF Radio Teleswitching service
commences enables the Electricity Supply
Industry to optimise power distribution at
1976 First transmissions of digital television
over INTELSAT satellite; CARFAX road traffic peak demand times
information service principle demonstrated
1986 BBC’s NICAM 728 system for digital
stereo sound accepted as British Standard
1978 First digital stereophonic sound
broadcast experiments – leading to NICAM
stereo sound.
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1987 Join Eureka 147 collaborative group,
which developed the DAB standard.

1996 First fully compliant test of the new
DVB transmission standard
1997 BBC internet services start
1998 BBC launches digital satellite and
terrestrial television services
1999 Digital Text service (replacement for
analogue Teletext) successfully launched
on DTT.

1964 First studies into digital techniques
for television

2000 R&D’s handheld digital radio camera
used for live broadcasts

2002 Freeview launched
2004 Developed and installed a new
IP-based method of delivering ringmain
services (BBC broadcast services and internal
communications) at the BBC’s Media Centre.
2006 World’s first end-to-end MIMO
broadcast system tested
2008 Freesat service launched.; Dirac Pro
used by BBC to deliver Beijing Olympics
in HD.
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

LEADERSHIP TEAM
From left to right:
Top row:

Andrew McParland Audience Experience
Chris Chambers Media Network Integration Lab
From left to right:

Second row:

Top row:

Chris Nokes Distribution Core Technologies
Graham Thomas Production Magic

Andy Bower Head of R&D Operations
Nick Wells Distribution Core Technologies

Third row:

Second row:

John Zubrzycki Archives Research
Phil Layton Digital Service Development

Brandon Butterworth Chief Scientist
Judy Parnall Knowledge Management
& Communications

Fourth row:

Jeff Hunter Distribution Application Layer
David Kirby Automated Production & Media Management

Third row:

Daniel Pike Technology Transfer
Caroline Green Business Manager

Fifth row:

David Rayers Principal Technologist
Lindsay Cornell Principal Technologist

Fourth row:

Adrian Woolard Project Lead, R&D North Lab

Sixth row:

George Wright Prototyping
Phil Tudor Automated Production & Media Management
Seventh row:

Vali Lalioti Principal Technologist, Partnerships
Richard Wright Archives Research
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CONTACT DETAILS
For more information about BBC R&D, who we are and what we do –
including regular updates on our current projects – please check out
our website at www.bbc.co.uk/rd
For press enquiries please contact Sarah Mines on 020 8008 0434
or via email at sarah.mines@bbc.co.uk
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